Trucking Services
Every trucking company promises the same basic services.
ADI is unique for two reasons:
1. We dont promise. We deliver.
2. Not only do we have our own fleet of trucks, we also work with the
largest and most reliable carriers in the country, to get your shipment to
the right place, at the right time, in the most intelligent and efficient way.
Below are highlights from our comprehensive service offering.
Regional and local:
u TL (trailer load)
u LTL (less than trailer load)
u FCL (full container load)
u LCL (less than container load)
u Air freight pick up
u 5-borough NYC delivery
u Store delivery

If youre a manufacturer, importer or distributor, you know that, when
it comes to logistics, a million things can go wrong. And they usually
do. All at once.
Now you can do something about it.
ADI is the just-in-time logistics company with expertise in distribution,
freight and trucking services throughout the continental US  for the
next time you need a miracle.
Facility features:
u 185,000 sq. ft. modern building (built in 1997)
u Centrally located, near all NY/NJ piers, railroads and airports
u 40-foot ceilings (top of freight 36 inches)
u 22 bay doors (including 10 x10-foot doors for large air containers)
u Enhanced lighting
u ESFR (Early Suppression Fire Response) sprinkler system
u Central-station, UL-rated alarm system
u Multiple shift capabilities (including 24/7)
About us:
ADI Logistics (ADI) was established in 1994 to provide the most
intelligent and efficient distribution, freight and trucking services network
in the continental US. Today the company serves hundreds of manufacturers, importers and distributors, shipping to the largest retailers in
the country.
With strong roots in the apparel/fashion industry  known for its exacting
standards and unforgiving delivery requirements  ADI now addresses
a wide range of markets, from office and medical supplies to electronics
and sporting goods.
At ADI, technology is used to enable end-to-end visibility and control,
but also to help keep it simple.
With an emphasis on customer care, ADI service reps are all management
level. They, along with an individually tested and trained staff, convey
a can-do attitude, best expressed by the company slogan, Expect a
Miracle.

